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All Agreements Had Similar 
Requirements and Purpose
• Prohibited bidding on 1-800 Contacts brand name 
keywords
• Blocked direct bid ads
• Required the use of negative keywords corresponding 
to 1-800 Contacts brand name keywords
• Blocked matched ads
• Purpose: no competitive ads on queries with brand 
name terms
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Summary of Findings
? Bidding agreements = collusion = presumptively harmful
? 1-800 Contacts wanted to pay less for its brand-name 
keyword ads and reduce slots sold to competitors
? Bidding agreements significantly reduced price 1-800 
Contacts paid in search auction
? Bidding agreements significantly reduced quantity of ad 
impressions sold by search engines
? Bidding agreements degraded quality of search engine 
products
? Bidding agreements harmed consumers by reducing value 
of search engine result pages
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Additional Evidence from Testimony of 
Executives
? Brian Bethers, CEO: “[I]f you have less competition in 
terms of trademarks, with Google, costs will be lower.” 
CX9001 (Bethers IH Tr.) 196:6-7.
? Laura Schmidt, Marketing Director: “There is less 
competitors showing up on our trademark keywords, and 
our spend – our costs for these terms went down.”  
CX9032 (L. Schmidt Depo Tr.) 188:2-4.
? Tim Roush, Chief Marketing Officer: “Another reason 
why I wouldn't want competitors to bid on our terms is 
that they would drive up our search costs… If more 
competitors were bidding on our term, then the costs 
would go up.” 
CX9034 (Roush Dep. Tr.) 60:15- 62:2.
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Agreements Lowered Bid Volume, Cost 
Per Click Payments to Search Engines
• Jul. 28, 2008 email from Bryce Craven (1-
800) to Brandon Dansie (1-800) (CX0915):
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“TM CPCs . . . jumped up by 18% from last 
week and pushed us to our most costly week 
yet for trademarks. There were more 
advertisers on our marks this past week (both 
local and national retailers), which increased 
competition and CPCs for our top terms.”
• Nov. 12, 2010 email from Jordan Judd (1-
800) to Bryce Craven (1-800)  (CX1080):
“We are still being outbid on keyword 
‘800contacts’ but just by one competitor. I 
have increased the bid.”
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Murphy Does Not Know When An 
Advertiser Broad Matches to a Query
Murphy Dep. Tr. 105-107
Q. Is it correct that to measure or assess the 
effects of the agreement in this case you would 
want to consider the extent to which the 
agreements restricted ads that are coming up 
because of broad match?
A. I think that is part of the story, that you can 
look at broad matches as well as direct matches 
when you have the data.
…
Q. Which of your analyses did you use broad 
matched data?
A. I think -- where do we use broad matched 
data?
I don't know if it is in any of the tables.
I know we have done stuff with the broad 
matched data.
I think -- there is not one that comes to my mind 
off the top of my head.
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I know we have the broad matched data and --
now, the broad matches are in our other data, they 
are just organized by keyword that was bid on. 
They are organized by the word -- the key words 
that were bid on, not the queries that they were 
matched.
So it is not that there aren't broad matches in the 
other data, it is just they are associated with the key 
words that were bid on.
Q. Can you give me an example of what you 
mean by that?
A. I mean, like if somebody bid on contacts and 
showed up on a query on 1-800 Contacts that will 
show up as a transaction in our data, somebody 
pays the price, somebody either gets a click, 
somebody either gets a conversion, whatever it is, 
that will show up in that data.
Now, it won't be -- we won't know what the query 
was that generated that, we have it by keyword that 
they were bid on. That is what I mean.
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1-800 Contacts’ Experts Have Not 
Disputed Significant Analyses
Evans Rebuttal Report p. 2-3 (CX8009-007-8) 64
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Disputed Topics
1. Relevant market
2. Market power
3. Impact/effect
4. Economic Model of Settlements
5. Efficiency justification
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Record Evidence from 1-800 Contacts
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“Right now if someone types ‘1800Contacts’ 
and they go to paid search, for the most part 
they’re not exposed to competitors… And so in 
that instance also, they’re not exposed to 
competitive pricing.”
(CX9034 (Roush (1-800 Contacts) Dep. Tr.) 
173:15-21)
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1-800 Was Concerned About 
Competition in 2011
1121-800 Contacts, Search Overview, May 2011, CX0946-003
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1-800 Was Concerned About 
Competition in 2011
Note: Red circles 
in original 1-800 
presentation.
1131-800 Contacts, Search Overview, May 2011, CX0946-011
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1-800 Was Concerned About 
Competition in 2011
1141-800 Contacts Internal Email Chain, June 18-19, 2011CX0946-001, 2
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